Did you know the rip-and-replace legislation actually widens the digital gap and limits rural Americans access to crucial connections and information? @thehill has more. #FactsMatter tinyurl.com/qlmk3u4

Last week, Huawei sat down with @alacodeblog of @GirlsinTech to unpack some of the reasons developing #digitalskills is so critical to the overall goal of supporting #WomenInTech. Take a look. #inclusion #InternationalWomensDay tinyurl.com/yxpd5fy

The #MateBookXPro has been revamped for 2020, and @TomsGuide thinks these welcome changes make it one to consider.

The refreshed Huawei MateBook X Pro gets new features and a new green color.
tomsguide.com
Scott Kennedy (@KennedyCSIS) on Mar 9

New @BCG report concludes that if US govt heavily restricts US chip sales to China, US semiconductor industry could lose 1.8 percentage points of global market share and 37% of their revenues. US chip leadership would evaporate.

bcg.com/publication/

Agreed @tonyscottio

SC Media (@SCMagazine) on Mar 9

Recent U.S. efforts to bar the federal use of equipment from Huawei and other Chinese companies are "maligned" and "don't make any sense to me," said former Federal CIO Tony Scott.

scmagazine.com/home/security/...
So many women played pivotal roles in making technology a part of our everyday lives. We couldn't be more grateful for their contributions. What #WomenInSTEM inspire you?

Tag Her
Women in STEM

Meet the unprecedented. #Huawei #MateXS
#TOGETHERConnectingPossibilities

Any investment in global R&D is a good thing. But #DonMorrissey highlights the importance of building digital mobility and being inclusive of the global innovation and supply chain. #FactsMatter #TrustInTech tinyurl.com/rtba8hkh
Get your camera ready for tonight's #SuperMoon. #ShotonP30Pro

Girls in Tech's Cori Shearer is helping change the face of technology. In the workforce of tomorrow, a combination of hard skills and soft skills will be key to bridging the #digitaldivide. #WomenInTech https://tinyurl.com/yxxpdf7y
Huawei USA

Yesterday at 10:00 AM

Read how rip-and-replace initiatives of Huawei equipment will ultimately widen the digital divide, stripping broadband services from underserved American rural communities on The Hill. #FactsMatter
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